
Most of you have
heard of or played

Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon, where 
you figure out a way to connect 

relatively different concepts.  The 
Kevin Bacon game uses actors, 

while Invisible Bridge uses words.

   Divide your class into teams of three to five players.  Give the teams a 
chance to submit several pairs of unrelated words.  Have them write the 
words on a slip of paper.  You will randomly draw a slip of paper and read the 
pair of words aloud for all teams to hear and write down on a piece of paper.  
Roll a pair of dice to determine the number of steps or planks the teams must 
use to connect the two selected words.  Once a team has completed the 
planks, they raise their hand to indicate "DONE".  They read their planks 
aloud.  Opposing teams can dispute far-reaches.  Keep score by awarding 
points for the number of planks needed.  Give points to the other teams equal 
to that of the steps completed.  Everybody gets something!
   You may have to supply a couple of pairs to get your students to understand 
the concept.  Here are a couple of examples.  The two words 'trash' and 
'shoe', and you roll a four.  TRASH - can - tuna - fish - smelly - SHOE.  Here's 
an example of eight planks using 'tiger' and 'astronaut':  TIGER - balm - lip - 
service - customer - happy - pills - capsules - space - ASTRONAUT
   There will be more than one correct answer.  You will probably have to 
officiate some of the challenges  Let students use dictionaries or thesauruses 
if needed.  You're going to get quite a clear picture of the vocabulary levels of 
your class.  Have fun!

Here's a class activity that will get older 
students thinking about the nature of the 
language and relationships between words.
  Grade Level: 4>.  Materials 
  needed:  paper & pencil.
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